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ABSTRACT
We report on simultaneous wideband observations of Crab giant pulses with the Parkes radio tele-
scope and the Murchison Widefield Array (MWA). The observations were conducted simultaneously
at 732 and 3100 MHz with Parkes, and at 120.96, 165.76 and 210.56 MHz with the MWA. Flux density
calibration of the MWA data was accomplished using a novel technique based on tied-array beam sim-
ulations. We detected between 90–648 giant pulses in the 120.96–210.56 MHz MWA subbands above a
5.5σ threshold while in the Parkes subbands we detected 6344 and 231 giant pulses above a threshold
of 6σ at 732 and 3100 MHz, respectively. We show, for the first time over a wide frequency range, that
the average spectrum of Crab giant pulses exhibits a significant flattening at low frequencies. The
spectral index, α, for giant pulses evolves from a steep, narrow distribution with a mean α = −2.6
and width σα = 0.5 between 732 and 3100 MHz, to a wide, flat distribution of spectral indices with
a mean α = −0.7 and width σα = 1.4 between 120.96 and 165.76 MHz. We also comment on the
plausibility of giant pulse models for Fast Radio Bursts based on this spectral information.
Keywords: pulsars: general — pulsars: individual (PSR J0534+2200) — instrumentation: interfer-
ometers
1. INTRODUCTION
The Crab pulsar (PSR J0534+2200) was discovered
through its giant pulse emission (Staelin & Reifenstein
1968). Giant pulses are short-duration bursts of emis-
sion, lasting for . 1 ns to ∼ 10µs, that appear only
within a small fraction of the normal pulse phase win-
dow (Hankins et al. 2003; Popov & Stappers 2007; Bhat
et al. 2008). Individual giant pulses are observed to have
brightness temperatures in the range Tb ∼ 1030–32 K,
implying a coherent emission mechanism. At extremely
high time resolution, Crab giant pulses have been ob-
served to reach brightness temperatures of 1041 K, cor-
responding to a peak flux density of Speak = 2.2 MJy at
9 GHz (Hankins & Eilek 2007). Giant pulses are therefore
invaluable tools for understanding pulsar emission and,
more generally, astrophysical coherent emission mecha-
nisms from a variety of objects.
bradley.meyers@postgrad.curtin.edu.au
It has been established that the occurrence of giant
pulse energies follow a power-law distribution (e.g. Ar-
gyle & Gower 1972; Cordes et al. 2004; Bhat et al. 2008;
Oronsaye et al. 2015), while normal pulse energies tend
to exhibit an exponential or log-normal distribution (e.g.
Burke-Spolaor et al. 2012). There are six pulsars known
to exhibit giant pulses. These include: two young pulsars
(PSRs J0534+2200 and J0540-6919) and four millisec-
ond pulsars (PSRs J0218+4232, J1823-3021A, J1824-
2452A, J1939+2134; Knight et al. 2006), all of which
have high magnetic field strengths at the light-cylinder
radius (BLC ∼ 105–6 G). The giant pulses from these
six objects occur within a confined phase location, are
intrinsically short duration (microseconds or less) and
exhibit a power-law pulse energy distribution. In the lit-
erature, there are several other pulsars which emit large
amplitude pulses, often referred to as “giant pulses” (e.g.
B0950+08; Singal & Vats 2012; Tsai et al. 2015, 2016,
and J1752+2359; Ershov & Kuz’min 2005). It is not nec-
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2essarily clear if the emission from these pulsars shares
the distinctive characteristics exhibited by the above six
confirmed cases.
The physics responsible for producing these coherent
bursts of radio emission is unknown, but is thought to
be a broadband, non-linear plasma process (e.g. Eilek &
Hankins 2016; Melrose & Yuen 2016) that is able to pro-
duce detectable emission from radio to γ-ray frequencies
(e.g. Abdo et al. 2010). While Crab giant pulses appear
to be a broadband phenomenon, detectable across the
full observing bandwidth in most observations, they are
not expected to always be detected simultaneously over
multiple widely separated frequency bands (e.g. Sallmen
et al. 1999; Oronsaye et al. 2015).
The flux density spectrum of normal pulsar emis-
sion is typically described by a simple power-law model
Sν ∝ να where 〈α〉 = −1.8 ± 0.2, for observing frequen-
cies > 100 MHz (e.g. Sieber 1973; Lorimer et al. 1995;
Maron et al. 2000). The underlying distribution of pul-
sar spectral indices, based on Monte Carlo simulations
of pulsar surveys, has also been modeled as a Gaussian
distribution with a mean of 〈α〉 = −1.4± 1 (Bates et al.
2013). Only a handful of cases (∼ 10%) are known where
a different spectral shape is observed, such as a broken
power-law or flat spectrum. There are also the peculiar
“gigahertz peaked spectra” (GPS) pulsars (Kijak et al.
2007, 2011), where the spectrum peaks and turns over
at ∼ 1 GHz. The spectral shape of these GPS pulsars
is believed to be a consequence of the pulsar local en-
vironment (e.g. Dembska et al. 2012; Rajwade et al.
2016). For giant pulses, spectral flattening or a turn-
over has not yet been directly observed. Oronsaye et al.
(2015) suggested, via Monte-Carlo analysis, that there
was a ∼ 5% flattening of the spectral index distribution
mean between 193 MHz and 1382 MHz. More simulta-
neous, wideband observations are therefore necessary to
constrain the spectral behavior of giant pulses, both in-
dividually and statistically for the population.
Multi-frequency simultaneous observations of the Crab
have previously been undertaken, though typically only
between two frequencies (e.g. Bhat et al. 2008; Oron-
saye et al. 2015) or over a narrow frequency range (e.g
Karuppusamy et al. 2012; Eftekhari et al. 2016). In order
to further constrain the giant pulse emission mechanism,
wideband simultaneous observations with intermediate
frequency coverage such as that conducted by Mikami
et al. (2016) are required to uncover the broadband spec-
tral behavior.
With the advent of the Fast Radio Burst (FRB) phe-
nomenon, especially the repeating FRB 121102 (Spitler
et al. 2014, 2016; Scholz et al. 2016), several theories have
been put forth suggesting that at least some FRBs may
originate from extragalactic giant pulses (e.g. Cordes
& Wasserman 2016; Lyutikov et al. 2016; Connor et al.
2016). Determining the spectral behavior of simultane-
ously detected Crab giant pulses over a wide frequency
range will also provide clues regarding a giant pulse ori-
gin of FRBs, especially given the paucity of low frequency
detections.
In this article, we report on simultaneous observations
of giant pulses from the Crab pulsar conducted with the
Parkes radio telescope and the Murchison Widefield Ar-
ray (MWA; Tingay et al. 2013). The Parkes 64-m ra-
dio telescope is well-known for pulsar science and fa-
cilitated our high-frequency observations (732 MHz and
3.1 GHz). The MWA is a low-frequency (70–300 MHz)
Square Kilometre Array precursor located in Western
Australia at the Murchison Radio-astronomy Observa-
tory. With the high time resolution Voltage Capture
System (VCS; Tremblay et al. 2015), the MWA provided
our low-frequency observations. We present the detec-
tion and analysis of simultaneous giant pulses between
the MWA and the Parkes radio telescope, covering 120–
3100 MHz with 1–3 intermediate observing bands.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we de-
scribe the setup for the MWA and Parkes observations,
and in Section 3 we describe the post-processing and data
calibration. Section 4 describes the methods used to de-
tect simultaneous giant pulses from both instruments,
and details the results of the analysis focusing on giant
pulse spectra. In Section 5 we discuss the implications
of our results for the giant pulse emission mechanism
and briefly comment on the applicability of a giant pulse
model to explain the emission observed from FRBs. We
summarize and conclude in Section 6. Throughout, we
adopt Sν to represent flux densities and Fν to represent
fluences at frequency ν.
2. OBSERVATIONS
The Crab pulsar was observed simultaneously with
Parkes and the MWA on 7 November 2014. Parkes ob-
served the pulsar at 732 and 3100 MHz for 1.4 hours.
The MWA-VCS data collection was split into two dis-
tinct observations, totaling 1.3 hours. The first 20 minute
observation was conducted at a central frequency of
184.96 MHz. Immediately following this, the second ob-
servation lasted for 1 hour and was designed such that
the MWA bandwidth was split into four subbands dis-
tributed between 120.96–278.40 MHz. Observation de-
tails are summarized in Table 1.
2.1. Parkes
We observed the Crab pulsar using the coaxial 1050cm
receiver on the 64-m Parkes radio telescope, which is
capable of simultaneously recording signals at 732 MHz
(64 MHz bandwidth) and 3100 MHz (1024 MHz band-
width). Both systems are sensitive to linear polarization.
Data were recorded with the mark-3 and mark-4 versions
3Table 1. Observation parameters.
Parameters MWAa Parkes
Center frequency (MHz) 120.96 165.76 184.96 210.56 732 3100
Bandwidth (MHz) 7.68 7.68 30.72 7.68 64 1024
FWHM (arcmin) 3.60 2.63 2.36 2.07 26.39 6.23
Time resolution (µs) 100 100 100 100 256 256
Frequency resolution (MHz) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.125 2
Dispersion delay across bandwidthb (ms) 2048.48 795.26 2319.09 387.83 77.16 17.11
Dispersion delay in lowest channelb (ms) 2.93 1.10 0.96 0.53 0.17 0.05
Start time (UTC) 17:14:00 17:14:00 16:53:40 17:14:00 16:48:27 16:48:37
Observation duration (s) 3663 3663 1163 3663 5065 5055
aThe 278.4 MHz subband was excluded due to poor quality calibration solutions (see text).
bAssuming a nominal dispersion measure of 56.7762 pc cm−3.
of the Parkes digital filterbank spectrometers (PDFB3
and PDFB4) for a duration of ≈ 5060 s. The spec-
trometers employ polyphase digital filters, with PDFB3
recording data with 512 channels across the 64 MHz
low-frequency band, and PDFB4 recording data with
512 channels across the 1024 MHz high-frequency band.
Data were recorded in polarimetric search mode. For
each channel four coherency products (the power from
each probe and the complex-valued correlated power be-
tween the two) were detected and averaged over 256µs
before being written to disk with 8-bit precision.
The decorrelation bandwidths (∆νDISS) due to diffrac-
tive scintillation at 732 and 3100 MHz are 35 kHz and
6 MHz respectively, assuming ∆νDISS = 2.3 MHz at
2.33 GHz (Cordes et al. 2004) and a scaling of ∆νDISS ∝
ν3.6 (e.g. Ellingson et al. 2013; Eftekhari et al. 2016,
Kirsten et al. in prep.). Over the respective bandwidths
of the observing frequency bands, these contributions are
negligible. The refractive time scales are 2 days and ∼ 7
hours respectively. On the time scales we are probing,
we do not expect any significant contribution from scin-
tillation to the giant pulse flux densities in the 732 MHz
band. In the 3100 MHz band we expect that the small
contribution from scintillation will be dominated by the
measurement scatter in giant pulsar flux densities.
2.2. Murchison Widefield Array
The MWA is a low-frequency array composed of 128
tiles, with each tile consisting of 16 dipoles evenly spaced
in a regular 4× 4 meter grid. The MWA has 30.72 MHz
instantaneous bandwidth that can be separated into
24 independent 1.28 MHz subbands, which can be dis-
tributed across the 70–300 MHz observing range.
The VCS is the high-time and frequency resolution ob-
serving system for the MWA, capable of capturing the
tile voltages after the channelization stage within the
MWA signal processing pipeline. This allows critically
sampled complex tile voltages (100µs time resolution,
10 kHz frequency resolution) to be recorded to on-site
disks at a data rate of ∼ 28 TB per hour. Using the
VCS, we recorded≈ 4826 s of data from the array pointed
towards the Crab pulsar (see Table 2). As previously
mentioned, this observing run was split into two obser-
vations. The first 20 minutes with the full 30.72 MHz of
bandwidth, centered at 184.96 MHz. The remaining 60
minutes were observed with the bandwidth split into four
7.68 MHz subbands, distributed to center frequencies of
120.96, 165.76, 210.56 and 278.40 MHz.
At MWA frequencies, the decorrelation bandwidths
due to diffractive scintillation range between ∆νDISS ≈
50–1000 Hz at the observed MWA bands. The refractive
time scales are between 8 and 25 days. Therefore, we
do not expect any contribution from scintillation to be
significant in our intensity estimates for the Crab giant
pulses at MWA frequencies.
3. DATA PROCESSING AND CALIBRATION
3.1. Parkes
Absolute flux density calibration was performed by ob-
serving the radio galaxy Hydra A (3C 218) as part of the
Parkes Pulsar Timing Array (PPTA) project (Manch-
ester et al. 2013). Polarization calibration was conducted
by injecting a linearly polarized signal into the feeds.
This allowed us to measure the frequency-dependent dif-
ferential gain and phase of the two feeds. We did not
correct for feed ellipticity or cross coupling.
The 732 MHz data were incoherently dedispersed and
folded using dspsr (van Straten & Bailes 2011) with an
ephemeris from the Jodrell Bank monthly monitoring1.
A more accurate pulsar ephemeris was produced from
these data, fitting for the optimum period, period deriva-
tive and dispersion measure with tempo2 (Hobbs et al.
2006). The dispersion measure calculated by this pro-
cess was 56.7762 pc cm−3 and is henceforth taken as the
nominal dispersion measure for the Crab pulsar.
Data from both Parkes bands were then re-processed
using dspsr and the updated ephemeris, subdividing the
1 http://www.jb.man.ac.uk/pulsar/crab.html
4data streams into individual pulses. The pulses were
flux density and polarization calibrated using psrchive
(Hotan et al. 2004) routines. RFI was removed using
the paz routine, flagging the edge 5% of each band and
running the inbuilt median smoothed difference excision
algorithm.
3.2. Murchison Widefield Array
Calibrating the MWA data is non-trivial, especially in
the case of VCS recorded data for which there is cur-
rently no dedicated automatic calibration pipeline. The
Crab nebula was selected as the calibrator source for both
the 184.96 MHz full-bandwidth observation and the split-
bandwidth observation. Visibilities for each observation
were created using an offline version of the MWA cor-
relator (which performs the same function as the online
version; Ord et al. 2015). For each band, a calibration
solution (amplitude and phase) for each tile was calcu-
lated from the visibilities using the Real Time System
(RTS; Mitchell et al. 2008). The output from the RTS
is a calibration solution for each coarse channel contain-
ing the calibration information for each MWA tile, thus
there is a set of 24 solutions per observation. Due to poor
quality calibration solutions, data from 8 of the 128 tiles
for the full bandwidth observation were discarded, while
21 of the 128 tiles were discarded for the split-bandwidth
observation.
The MWA tiles and beam models are less well charac-
terized at higher frequencies (ν ∼ 300 MHz) and more-
over there are increased levels of satellite-based radio
frequency interference (RFI), making calibration signifi-
cantly more difficult. Owing to the poor calibration so-
lution quality at the 278.40 MHz band, the data were
discarded leaving us with three usable subbands (120.96–
210.56 MHz) and one band at 184.96 MHz (see Figure 1).
The MWA uses analogue beamformers to set the point-
ing direction of each tile, thus there are a discrete set of
delays available. For our observations, this means that
the tile beam is never pointed directly at the Crab and
so we are never at full sensitivity. The MWA tile beam is
very complex, thus in some cases the Crab is not within
a well-understood region of the beam. Throughout the
120.96 and 165.76 MHz and 184.96 MHz observations, the
Crab is always within the half-power point of the beam,
for which we have the most confidence in the beam mod-
elling. At 210 MHz, the beam is such that the Crab is
only barley within the half-power point for ∼ 1/3 of the
full observation. We therefore have less confidence in the
ability to accurately flux calibrate the data at that par-
ticular frequency band, using the method outlined here.
3.2.1. Tied-array beamforming
The tied-array beam is formed by coherently summing
individual tile voltages (i.e. sum tiles in phase and then
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Figure 1. Schematic of the MWA and Parkes frequency
coverage versus the mean system equivalent flux den-
sity (SEFD). The orange bars correspond to the split-
bandwidth observations with 7.69 MHz bandwidth. The
gray is the full-bandwidth observation with 30.72 MHz
bandwidth. The green bar represents the 732 MHz
Parkes band with 64 MHz bandwidth and the blue bar
represents the 3100 MHz Parkes band with 1024 MHz
bandwidth.
detect power). Theoretically, this process yields a factor
of
√
Nco improvement in sensitivity over an incoherent
sum (i.e. detect tile power and sum, see Oronsaye et al.
2015), where Nco is the number of tiles used to create the
tied-array beam. This corresponds to a potential order
of magnitude increase in sensitivity for the MWA. In re-
ality, this is not the case and we see an improvement by
a factor of between 4.2–5.4, depending on the frequency.
The discrepancy is primarily due to the pointing of the
telescope (i.e. the MWA beam pattern is less well char-
acterized as we diverge from a zenith pointing) and the
calibration solution quality.
For MWA-VCS data, a tied-array (coherent) beam is
created by a post-process beamforming pipeline (Ord
et al. in prep.) implemented on the Galaxy cluster
at the Pawsey Supercomputing Centre2. The coherent
beamforming pipeline involves incorporating the individ-
ual tile polarimetric response, both cable and geometric
delay models, and complex gain information (amplitude
and phase) for each tile, per frequency channel, based on
the calibration solutions. The tile weights used to create
the tied-array beam are effectively determined by solving
for the minimum χ2-error between the target data and
the calibration model from the solutions.
3.2.2. Tied-array system temperature and gain
2 https://www.pawsey.org.au/
5For a tied-array beam, the field-of-view is significantly
smaller than that of the tile beam, approximating the
naturally weighted synthesized beam of the array – nomi-
nally FWHM ∼ 1.27λ/D, where λ is the observing wave-
length and D is the maximum baseline of the array. The
scaling factor of 1.27 derives from the MWA being dom-
inated by shorter baselines. This means that neither the
integrated sky temperature nor the system gain will be
the same as for the tile beam.
The overall system temperature (Tsys), for each fre-
quency band, is a combination of the receiver tempera-
tures (Trec), antenna temperatures (Tant), and the ambi-
ent temperature (T0), and is calculated as
Tsys = ηTant + (1− η)T0 + Trec, (1)
where η is the frequency and direction dependent radia-
tion efficiency of the array. Efficiencies and receiver tem-
peratures for each subband are given in Table 2. The
receiver temperatures are well characterized across the
nominal observing frequency range of the MWA. The
ambient temperature weighting of 1 − η where η ' 1
means that the contribution is negligible compared to
the sky, and we therefore assume the ambient tempera-
ture is T0 ≈ 290 K. This contributes ' 5–7 K to the total
system temperature.
Table 2. Frequency and direction dependent radiation
efficiencies and receiver temperatures for the MWA.
Pointing center Center Radiation Receiver
(Az., El.) frequency efficiency temperature
(deg, deg) (MHz) η Trec (K)
(18.43, 41.42) 120.96 0.980 39
(18.43, 41.42) 165.76 0.976 32
(26.56, 37.31) 184.96 0.980 23
(18.43, 41.42) 210.56 0.981 34
In order to calculate the antenna temperature in equa-
tion (1) we require an adequate understanding of the
tied-array synthesized beam pattern. In this case, the
tied-array beam power pattern is the product of an indi-
vidual MWA tile power pattern and the array factor. The
tile pattern is simulated using the formalism set out by
Sutinjo et al. (2015), while the array factor encapsulates
the phase information required to point the tied-array at
the target source. For a full description of the formula-
tion of the array factor, see Appendix A. This procedure
was used to create the tied-array beam pattern at mul-
tiple times throughout the observation.
We use the Global Sky Model (GSM; de Oliveira-Costa
et al. 2008) as our sky map and scale it to our observing
frequencies. The GSM was modified in the region of the
Crab nebula with the scaling SCN = 955ν
−0.27 Jy (Ap-
parao 1973; Bietenholz et al. 1997) to more accurately
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Figure 2. System temperature, gain and SEFD estimates
as a function of time for the full-bandwidth and split-
bandwidth MWA observations. The black points are the
measurements made from the simulated tied-array beam
patterns and the black lines are fits to the measurements.
The system temperatures are fitted with a second order
polynomial and the gains described by a linear fit. The
SEFD is calculated as fcTsys/G, using the polynomial
fits, and fc is defined in equation (2).
represent the contribution from the nebula. Convolv-
ing the tied-array beam pattern with the GSM and in-
tegrating over the sky (see e.g. Sokolowski et al. 2015),
we produce an estimate of the antenna temperature (see
Appendix A.1). Using these antenna temperatures and
equation (1), we calculate a system temperature estimate
multiple times during the observation for each band. Fit-
ting a second-order polynomial to the results from the
separate evaluations of Tsys, we estimate a system tem-
perature curve as a function of time.
We also calculate the gain, G, (see Appendix A.2) at
the same intervals as calculating the system temperature.
The gains are relatively stable over the duration of the
observation, thus we fit a linear slope to create a gain
curve as a function of time for the entire observation. The
system temperature and tied-array gain curves are shown
in Figure 2. Note that these estimates have included in
them the assumption of ideal sensitivity increase (i.e. by
a factor of
√
Nco). This is corrected, given that we do not
see the theoretical increase in sensitivity, in the following
Section.
3.2.3. Flux density estimation
The output of the coherent beamforming pipeline (see
Section 3.2.1) is a set of PSRFITS files (Hotan et al.
2004), one file per 200 seconds per 1.28 MHz coarse chan-
nel. The individual channels can be combined into one
6200 second file, reducing the number of data files by a fac-
tor of 24. These PSRFITS data were then incoherently
dedispersed and subdivided into single-pulse archives us-
ing dspsr and the ephemeris derived from the Parkes
732 MHz data. Each coarse channel’s edges were flagged
(fine channels 0–19 and 108–127) to mitigate the effects
of aliasing introduced during the channelization process,
and the psrchive routine paz was used to apply the
inbuilt median smoothed difference excision algorithm.
Finally, the archives were collapsed in polarization and
frequency and written to a time series using pdv, without
automatic baseline removal.
To compensate for the fact that the beam simulations
assume the ideal
√
Nco improvement in sensitivity, we
estimate a coherency factor, fc, by evaluating
fc =
√
Nco
(
(S/N)co
(S/N)inco
)−1
, (2)
where (S/N)co is the signal-to-noise ratio of a bright pulse
in the coherently beamformed data and (S/N)inco is the
signal-to-noise ratio of the same pulse in the incoherently
summed data. This quantity defines how well the co-
herent beamforming pipeline performed compared to the
theoretical expectation. The system temperature and
gain calculations are used to convert the time series data
from arbitrary power units to flux density units using
S = (S/N)× fcTsys
G
√
n∆ν∆t
, (3)
where S/N is the sample signal-to-noise ratio, fc is the
coherency factor as in equation (2), n is the number of
polarizations summed (in this case n = 2), ∆ν is the
observing bandwidth, and ∆t is the sample integration
time. For an individual MWA tile, the SEFD is typically
∼ 2×104 Jy , however, for the coherently beamformed we
find (for this set of subbands and pointings) the SEFD
to be ∼ 2–3× 103 Jy.
4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
After post-processing, we produced five time series
with ∆t = 261.241µs time resolution. This was achieved
by re-binning the data into 129 phase bins per pulse pe-
riod, ensuring that both the MWA and Parkes data had
a sample time greater than the Parkes intrinsic sampling
time 256µs. We use fluence (integrated flux density over
the pulse width) as a direct measure of the pulse energy,
given that peak or mean flux densities are less informa-
tive at MWA frequencies where giant pulses are typically
scattered over several pulse periods.
4.1. Detecting giant pulses
Due to frequency dependent propagation effects, the
Parkes and MWA data were processed differently. As
the data were incoherently dedispersed, the dispersive
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Figure 3. A simultaneous giant pulse detected in all
five observing bands: a) 3100 MHz, b) 732 MHz, c)
210.56 MHz, d) 165.76 MHz, and e) 120.96 MHz. The ef-
fect of multipath scattering are most obvious at MWA
frequencies, introducing a significant exponential tail
to each giant pulse, while the Parkes pulses are delta-
functions with the recorded time resolution. The
120.96 MHz pulse also has a visible rise time compared
to the other frequencies.
smearing across individual channels was not removed.
While this delay is large at MWA frequencies (∼ 1–10%
of a pulse period), the dominating factor is still the
multipath scattering which broadens an individual giant
pulse across several pulse periods (see Section 4.2). Not
only does this scattering make pulse detection and cross-
matching more difficult, it also requires a more compli-
cated method of measuring the pulse fluences. An exam-
ple of a giant pulse detected simultaneously across all five
subbands, shown in Figure 3, illustrates the pulse-shape
evolution with frequency due to multipath scattering.
A summary of the detected main pulse (MP) and inter-
pulse (IP) giant pulses from each frequency band is pre-
sented in Table 3. Every giant pulse detected is recorded
in a table format including the pulse number, phase po-
sition, and fluence estimate.
4.1.1. Parkes
The calibrated single-pulse archives for both the 732
and 3100 MHz data were summed in polarization and fre-
quency to produce total intensity profiles. To find giant
7Table 3. Number of detected giant pulses per frequency.
Centre frequency Ntotal NMP NIP
(MHz)
120.96 90 79 11
165.76 386 336 50
184.96 407 341 66
210.56 648 560 88
732 6344 5306 1038
3100 231 217 14
pulses in the single-pulse archives we used psrchive’s
single-pulse analysis routine psrspa to search for candi-
date events with a signal-to-noise ratio SNR ≥ 6. The
candidate lists were filtered to remove events with large
pulse widths3. The time-of-arrival (TOA) was calculated
for each giant pulse candidate with the ephemeris used
during the folding process. The giant pulse positions in
rotation phase were then examined using tempo2. At
732 and 3100 MHz, there were 179 and 39 outliers (main
pulse and interpulse combined) discarded, respectively.
This produced a list of 231 pulses at 3100 MHz and
6344 pulses at 732 MHz. From the finalized list of candi-
dates, on-pulse peak flux densities were recorded for each
single-pulse archive. The giant pulse fluences were then
calculated as the product of the peak flux density and the
time series bin width. The fluence errors were calculated
from the off-pulse root-mean-square (RMS) value.
Assuming Gaussian noise, the probability, Pn, of a false
detection above some signal-to-noise ratio nσ is,
Pn(x > nσ) =
∫ ∞
µ+nσ
P (x) dx =
1
2
erfc
(
n√
2
)
, (4)
where µ is the mean noise level, σ is the root-mean-square
noise, and erfc(x) is the complementary error function.
The signal-to-noise ratio threshold when searching for
single pulses in both the 732 and 3100 MHz bands was
6σ, which corresponds to a false detection likelihood of
P6 ≈ 1 × 10−9. The number of false positives (Nf,pks)
is then the product of P6 and the number of observed
pulsar rotations (≈ 1.5×105). We calculate this number
to be significantly less than unity (Nf,pks ≈ 1.5 × 10−4)
and therefore do not expect any giant pulse candidates
with SNR ≥ 6 to be spurious. After removing the RFI,
ensuring pulses were recorded only if they occur in the
main pulse and interpulse phase windows and by exclud-
ing candidates with pulse widths greater than 1 sample,
we assert that all Parkes giant pulse candidates used in
the following analysis are real.
4.1.2. MWA
As MWA giant pulses are severely scattered, some cus-
tom software was developed specifically for searching for
3 The Parkes data is limited by the time resolution, thus giant
pulses appear as events with a width of 1 sample only.
scattered pulses in the time series. The input to this code
is the time series created in Section 2.2. For each time
series, the data were smoothed using a Savitzky-Golay
low-pass filter with a window length of 9 samples and
a 3rd order fitting polynomial. Typical pulse widths are
> 40 samples, thus the smoothing window length will not
adversely affect the local pulse shape. This mitigated the
high-frequency noise without reducing the fidelity of the
individual pulses. The baselines for each time series were
then removed by subtracting a linear fit over adjacent 104
sample windows.
Local peaks were detected above a threshold of 5.5σ4 in
partially overlapping sections of the time series. Any new
candidate peaks recorded with the same sample number
as a previously detected peak were discarded. Around
each of the peaks, between 500 and 1000 samples (from
the highest to the lowest frequency, respectively) were
retrieved before and after the peak to ensure the entire
scattered pulse is captured in the time series window.
In order to further constrain the pulse position and ex-
tent, we fitted a pulse broadening function (PBF) to each
time series windows. The thick, finite extent scattering
screen PBF proposed by Williamson (1972) was chosen,
as it models both the significant rise-time and exponen-
tial scattering tail present at low frequencies. The sample
selections were fitted with the corresponding PBF form,
g(t) = A
(
piτd
4 (t− t0)3
)1/2
exp
[
− pi
2τd
16 (t− t0)
]
(5)
where A is a constant amplitude scaling, t0 is the start
time of the leading edge of the pulse and τd is the charac-
teristic scattering time. Pulse numbers and phase were
calculated based on the best-fitting pulse starting time,
t0. The pulse candidates were then selected based on
whether their fitted τd values fell within a predetermined
range, based on the approximate scattering time mea-
sured at each frequency (see Section 4.2). This distin-
guishes bona fide candidates with sensible scattering time
estimates from spurious detections. We note that the fit-
ting was used only as a filtering process, and because we
know that, for the Crab, none of the standard PBFs fit
correctly (see Kirsten et al. in prep.) the resulting scat-
tering times may be somewhat less reliable. Each fitted
pulse was also inspected by eye so that any questionable
candidates were removed. For the full-bandwidth obser-
vation (184.96 MHz), this produced a list of 407 pulses.
For the split-bandwidth observation, we record: 90 pulses
at 120.96 MHz; 386 pulses at 165.76 MHz; and 648 pulses
at 210.56 MHz.
4 A lower threshold than that used for the Parkes observations
is enforced for the MWA data because of the significantly quieter
RFI environment at the Murchison Radio-astronomy Observatory.
8For each real candidate pulse, we define the start of
the pulse as the best-fitted t0, and the end of the pulse
as 6 e-folds past the PBF peak (i.e. t0 + pi
2τd/4 + 6τˆd).
In this case, τˆd is the median scattering timescale as in
Table 4 while τd is the best-fitting scattering time for
the individual pulse. We define this window as the ac-
tual pulse from which to calculate the fluence. For each
candidate we then integrate over the pulse window and
record that as the pulse fluence, along with the fluence
from the fitted PBF. The fluence uncertainty for each
pulse was calculated by integrating under the fitted PBF
model, scaled such that the peak amplitude was equal to
the local RMS value.
Detections near the threshold limit may have underes-
timated fluences, given that the giant pulses (specifically
the scattered tail) would be dominated by noise and fall
within the baseline RMS well before a brighter coun-
terpart pulse at a different frequency. Fluence estimates,
and consequently the calculated spectral indices (see Sec-
tion 4.5), in those cases may be less reliable, especially for
weaker pulses. Additionally, the software searches only
for simple PBF forms, thus giant pulses with significantly
different structure (e.g. a second pulse within the scat-
tering tail) may be discarded, especially if the structure
is such that the estimated scattering time scales are out-
side the nominally expected range. At 210.56, 184.96,
165.76 and 120.96 MHz, this results in ∼ 7%, ∼ 0.4%,
∼ 10% and ∼ 1% of candidates being flagged, respec-
tively. The 184.96 MHz fraction is significantly smaller
due to both the sensitivity (i.e. the noise characteristics
are typically better behaved) and the observation dura-
tion (i.e. we are less likely to observe, for instance, a
giant pulse within the scattering tail of another).
We tested the noise statistics for coherently beam-
formed, dedispersed, baseline-removed MWA data for
normality. This was achieved by selecting five evenly
spaced samples, each containing 1000 data points, from
each subband time series and fitting a normal distribu-
tion. From these samples, the noise statistics are con-
sistent with Gaussian noise (see Figure 4 for an exam-
ple), therefore we can use equation (4) to calculate the
false detection likelihood for MWA data. The signal-
to-noise ratio threshold when searching through MWA
data was 5.5σ, thus the false detection probability is
P5.5 ≈ 2× 10−8. The number of pulsar rotations during
the MWA split-bandwidth observations is ≈ 1.1 × 105,
thus the number of false detections expected is again sig-
nificantly less than unity (Nf,mwa,split ≈ 2.2× 10−3). For
the full-bandwidth observation, the number of pulsar ro-
tations is ≈ 3.5× 104, and the number of expected false
detections is Nf,mwa,full ≈ 7 × 10−4 – again much less
than unity. We claim that no MWA giant pulses are
spurious detections, given the statistics and the filtering
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Figure 4. A 1000 sample example of the noise character-
istics for coherently beamformed, dedispersed, baseline-
removed MWA data. The red solid line is a fitted normal
probability density function.
performed during the candidate selection process.
4.2. Pulse broadening
At both Parkes subbands, we cannot directly deter-
mine the scattering time scale (τd) since we are lim-
ited by the time resolution (261.241µs) of our recorded
data. At MWA frequencies, from the rudimentary fit-
ting performed when detecting the pulses we can esti-
mate the pulse broadening. We report the median scat-
tering time scales in Table 4. Furthermore, we calcu-
lated the scattering spectral index (αd) using the MWA
data. Using a least-squares minimization approach, we
fitted a power-law (τd ∝ ναd) to the MWA scattering
time scales (see Figure 5). The determined scaling in-
dex is αd = −3.73 ± 0.45, significantly shallower than
what is predicted from a Kolmogorov model, which is
αd = −4.4. This results is consistent with what is re-
ported in the literature at low frequencies (e.g. Bhat
et al. 2007; Ellingson et al. 2013; Eftekhari et al. 2016).
Extrapolating using the above scaling index, we also es-
timate the scattering expected in the Parkes subbands in
Table 4.
Given the time-variability of characteristic scattering
times observed for the Crab, and the dependence of the
estimated scattering time on the chosen PBF, discrepan-
cies as much as by a factor of ∼ 2 are not uncommon
between similar frequencies. Our values from the MWA
subbands are roughly consistent with those quoted in the
literature (e.g. Staelin & Sutton 1970; Popov et al. 2006;
Oronsaye et al. 2015). A more detailed examination of
the scattering behavior of the Crab and other pulsars
within the MWA observing frequency range will be re-
ported in a forthcoming publication (Kirsten et al., in
9Table 4. Pulse broadening time scales in the literature, including this work.
Centre frequency τd Reference Key
(MHz) (ms)
28 417± 284 Eftekhari et al. (2016) E+16
40 132± 73 Eftekhari et al. (2016) E+16
44 978± 287 Ellingson et al. (2013) E+13
60 768± 273 Ellingson et al. (2013) E+13
60 73± 45 Eftekhari et al. (2016) E+16
76 48± 29 Eftekhari et al. (2016) E+16
76 439± 122 Ellingson et al. (2013) E+13
115 13± 5 Staelin & Sutton (1970) SS70
120.96 26.1± 4.4 This work
157 3.8± 1.3 Staelin & Sutton (1970) SS70
165.76 7.8± 1.5 This work
173.25a 1.5± 0.4 Karuppusamy et al. (2012) K+12
184.96 5.1± 1.1 This work
192.64 6.1± 1.5 Oronsaye et al. (2015) O+15
210.56 3.4± 0.7 This work
300 1.3± 0.2 Sallmen et al. (1999) S+99
600 0.095± 0.005 Sallmen et al. (1999) S+99
732 ∼ 0.03b This work
3100 ∼ 0.0002b This work
aScattering time estimated from Figure 6 in Karuppusamy et al. (2012).
bExtrapolated from 184.96 MHz, assuming τd ∝ ν−3.7.
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Figure 5. Pulse broadening times from the four MWA
bands. The median scattering time scales (circles), their
respective errors and the fitted power-law (red dashed
line), are plotted on a log-log scale. The scaling index,
αd = −3.73 ± 0.45 is significantly shallower than what
is expected from a Kolmogorov model, but consistent
with other estimates at similar frequencies in the litera-
ture. Given the variability of Crab pulse broadening, it
is not surprising that many of the scattering times from
the literature do not fall on the fitted power-law. The
scattering times legend keys are as in Table 4.
prep.). In particular, there is discussion of the difficul-
ties in correctly characterizing the pulse broadening seen
in Crab giant pulses at low frequencies and reconciling
this with a variety of theoretical scattering screen mod-
els.
4.3. Simultaneous giant pulses
For every giant pulse found in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2,
a pulse number was recorded. We use those pulse num-
bers and the phase (to discriminate between MP and IP
giant pulses) of each giant pulse to cross-match across the
five frequency bands. The cross-matching was achieved
by using routines from the Starlink Tables Infrastruc-
ture Library Tool Set (STILTS; Taylor 2006), which is
designed for robust and efficient processing of tabular
data. The tools are implemented for generic manipula-
tion of tabulated data sets, though are typically used for
astronomical object catalog analysis, in particular cross-
matching of large data sets based on user-specified se-
lection criteria. The results of cross-matching the giant
pulse samples from each subband are summarized in Ta-
ble 5.
Between the two Parkes frequencies, we find that there
are 157 simultaneous main pulses and 9 simultaneous
interpulses. These numbers correspond to approximately
72% and 64% coincidence for main pulses and interpulses
respectively, based on the number of pulses detected in
the 3100 MHz band.
Between the MWA full-bandwidth observation and the
10
Table 5. Number of simultaneous pulses between different frequency bands. The table is split by the diagonal (left-to-
right): numbers in white cells represent simultaneous main pulses, while numbers in gray cells represent simultaneous
interpulses. The values along the diagonal (in light blue), separated by a backslash (\) are the number of main pulses
(left) and interpulses (right) for each band. Columns marked with a dash (–) indicates no cross-matching was possible.
Frequency (MHz) 120.96 165.76 184.96 210.56 732 3100
120.96 79 \ 11 8 – 7 4 1
165.76 72 336 \ 50 – 42 25 5
184.96 – – 341 \ 66 – 33 2
210.56 66 269 – 560 \ 88 56 5
732 38 173 141 326 5306 \ 1038 9
3100 6 16 10 22 157 217 \ 14
732 MHz Parkes band, there are 140 simultaneous main
pulses and 33 simultaneous interpulses, corresponding
to 41% and 50% based on the total numbers from the
184.96 MHz band. Across all three bands, we detected
10 simultaneous main pulse giant pulses and 2 simulta-
neous interpulse giant pulses.
Within the MWA bands (Table 1), the full-bandwidth
and split-bandwidth observations have no overlap in
time, thus we focus only on the three subbands at 120.96,
165.7, and 210.56 MHz. Between the highest and mid-
dle bands, there are 269 simultaneous main pulses and
42 interpulses, corresponding to 80% and 84% based on
the number of pulses detected in the 165.76 MHz band.
Between the lowest and middle bands there are 68 si-
multaneous main pulses and 8 interpulses, correspond-
ing to 87% and 72% correlation based on the number of
pulses detected in the 120.96 MHz band. There are 7 gi-
ant pulses detected simultaneously across all five bands,
6 main pulses and 1 interpulse.
For the brightest ∼ 10% of pulses (combining main
pulses and interpulses) in each band, we checked for
pulses that had no counterpart in adjacent frequency
bands. At 210.56 MHz, there are 68 pulses with fluences
greater than 1.5 Jy s, of which there are only 42 coun-
terparts at 732 MHz and 67 counterparts at 165.76 MHz.
Inspecting the MWA time series, we found that the miss-
ing giant pulse in the 165.76 MHz band is below the de-
tection threshold. At 165.76 MHz, there are 38 pulse
with fluences greater than 5 Jy s, with 37 counterparts
at 210.56 MHz and 26 counterparts at 120.96 MHz. The
missing counterpart at 210.56 MHz is relatively clear in
the time series, however it is actually two giant pulses
combined (and therefore discarded during the candidate
processing) – a main pulse and interpulse in adjacent ro-
tations. At 732 MHz, the main pulse is detected, but the
interpulse in the subsequent rotation is not. For the 12
missing counterparts at 120.96 MHz, in 8 of those cases,
there is a visible counterpart below the 5.5σ detection
threshold. For another 3, there are no visible counter-
parts. For one pulse, there is no 120.96 MHz data at the
corresponding time because of the dispersion delay.
In light of the “double giant pulse” (i.e. a main
pulse and interpulse occurring within one rotation), we
searched for other examples across all frequency bands.
At 3100 MHz, there is one marginal case (∼ 0.4% of de-
tected pulses), while at 732 MHz there are 85 clear exam-
ples (∼ 1% of detected pulses). Within the MWA bands,
the pulse broadening makes robustly identifying double
giant pulses difficult, however, we find ∼ 1–2 marginal
examples per MWA band. The double giant pulses at
one band do not necessarily coincide with double giant
pulses at any other.
4.4. Giant pulse fluence distributions
In Figure 6 we plot the complementary cumulative dis-
tribution function (CCDF), also known as the survival
function, of pulses as a function of fluence for each sub-
band. The clustering at low frequencies suggests that
there is some degree of flattening of the spectral indices
occurring at the lowest frequencies. This also provides
estimates for sub-populations of giant pulses and rates of
occurrence as a function of frequency and fluence. Listed
in Table 6 are some basic quantities describing the flu-
ences of all detected giant pulses in each observed band.
Typically, the fluence distributions are assumed to fol-
low a power-law, N(> Fν) ∝ F−βν . In the literature,
the standard approach is to estimate a power-law cut-off
(xmin, see Figure 7) by eye and use a least-squares ap-
proach to only fit data beyond that limit. This approach
may introduce significant biases in the power-law index
estimation and assumes that the data are independent
and identically sampled.
To avoid subjectivity, we chose to use the powerlaw
Python module (Alstott et al. 2014), which appropri-
ately treats several heavy-tailed distributions, particu-
larly focusing on power-laws. The best-fitting power-
law distribution index (βˆ) and power-law cut-off (xmin)
are determined by finding the minimum Kolmogorov-
11
Table 6. General statistics of the full sample of giant pulse fluences from each subband.
Main pulse Fν Interpulse Fν
Center frequency Median Std. dev. Min. Max. Median Std. dev. Min. Max.
(MHz) (Jy s) (Jy s) (Jy s) (Jy s) (Jy s) (Jy s) (Jy s) (Jy s)
120.96 5.62 3.71 2.57 20.42 4.91 2.34 2.66 10.91
165.76 1.99 2.46 0.78 19.96 2.01 1.52 1.12 6.77
184.96a 0.52 0.78 0.16 9.54 0.61 0.58 0.31 3.57
210.56 0.64 0.80 0.29 7.89 0.61 0.54 0.31 3.53
732 0.22 0.28 0.07 5.77 0.17 0.22 0.08 3.58
3100 0.009 0.009 0.004 0.077 0.008 0.008 0.004 0.028
aAdjusting to account for the bandwidth difference produces a median of 1.7 Jy s for main pulses and 1.5 Jy s for interpulses.
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Figure 6. Giant pulse rates versus fluence for each ob-
served frequency The left vertical axis effectively denotes
the probability of detecting one giant pulse per rotation,
while on the right these are translated into rates. The
clustering of the low-frequency bands (120.96, 165.76,
185.96 and 210.56 MHz) hints that the spectral index
is flattening for both main pulses (top) and interpulses
(bottom).
Smirnov distance between the data and model (see e.g.
Figure 7). The data are used to evaluate multiple dis-
tribution models, including truncated power-laws (where
N(> Fν) ∝ F−Γν e−λν), log-normal, and exponential dis-
tributions. This provides the ability to statistically test
which distribution is a better representation of the data
based on the likelihood ratios and p-values. In general,
we find that a power-law distribution is the most likely,
however the significance of that distinction varies dras-
tically between bands and the compared distributions.
Therefore, we cannot say for certain that a power-law is
the best-fitting distribution for all of our data. Table 7
summarizes the fitting results assuming a power-law dis-
tribution.
Our results in terms of βˆ for the two Parkes subbands
are within the range of those reported by Mickaliger
et al. (2012) between 330 and 1200 MHz (βˆMP ∼ 2.1–3.1,
βˆIP ∼ 2.4–3.1), but steeper than reported by Bhat et al.
(2008) between 1300 and 1470 MHz (βˆ = 2.33 ± 0.15,
where the MP and IP are combined), except in the case
of our 3100 MHz Parkes IP exponent. For the MWA sub-
bands, results are typically steeper than the estimated
value at 325 MHz (βˆMP = 2.61±0.14, βˆIP = 2.7±0.7) re-
ported by Mikami et al. (2016), and are also steeper than
the slopes calculated by Karuppusamy et al. (2010) be-
tween 110–180 MHz (βˆMP ∼ 1.5–2.4, βˆIP ∼ 0.7–2.7, with
errors typically around ±0.1 for main pulses and ±0.5
for interpulses). The MWA main pulse indices are shal-
lower (except for the 120.96 MHz band) than reported
by Oronsaye et al. (2015), where βˆ = 3.35 ± 0.35 (main
pulses and interpulses combined), though interpulse in-
dices for all MWA bands are consistent.
For main pulses at 732, 210.56, and 165.76 MHz, the
distribution appears more likely to be log-normal or a
truncated power-law, and the significance (p > 0.05) is
such that we cannot entirely reject that hypothesis. In
each of the three bands, only a handful of pulses (i.e.
less than 10) contribute to the non-standard power-law
shape. Notably, the determined power-law cut-off for the
732 MHz data is relatively high compared to the other
bands, such that only ∼ 15% of pulses are being fit. If
we set an upper limit of 1 Jy s (of which only 2% of main
pulses are brighter) then the re-evaluated power-law fit is
such that βˆ = 3.12±0.04 and xmin = 0.21 Jy s and > 53%
of main pulses are included in the fitted distribution.
4.5. Spectral index distributions
The spectral index for giant pulse emission is typically
assumed to be a power-law, where Sν ∝ να, which will
also apply to fluences, such that Fν ∝ να. We find
that a simple power-law is unable to accurately model
the observed giant pulse spectrum between 120.96 and
12
Table 7. Best-fit parameters for the fluence distributions in each band.
Frequency Main pulse Interpulse
(MHz) βˆa xmin N > xmin βˆ
a xmin N > xmin
120.96 3.73± 0.54 6.81 24 3.70± 0.86 3.94 10
165.76 2.69± 0.11 1.60 242 2.84± 0.29 1.47 40
184.96 2.88± 0.12 0.44 234 3.10± 0.29 0.49 52
210.56 2.90± 0.09 0.51 434 3.14± 0.25 0.49 71
732b 3.30± 0.09 0.46 719 3.16± 0.09 0.15 658
3100 3.19± 0.17 0.01 82 2.15± 0.31 0.004 13
aThe uncertainties quoted are the standard error in the power-law index estimation.
b In this case, the evaluated xmin for the main pulses is relatively high, excluding ∼ 85% of detected pulses. See text for details.
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Figure 7. The normalized fluence distribution fits for
MWA 184.96 MHz main pulses, where the y-axis now
represents the fraction of pulses observed greater than
a given fluence value up to the power-law cut-off.
3100 MHz. In Figure 8 we plot the spectral index distri-
butions between each consecutive frequency pair, sep-
arated into main pulses and interpulses. From 732–
3100 MHz, 75% of simultaneous main pulses have a spec-
tral index between −3.3 and −2.1. Between 732 and
165.76 MHz, the same fraction of the giant pulses exhibit
a spectral index in the range −1.8 to −0.4. The distri-
bution between the two lowest MWA bands is wider and
flatter, with 75% of pulses within −2.5 to 0.7. Using the
184.96 MHz data, we also calculated the spectral index
distribution for a similar sample of giant pulses (with
a signal-to-noise ratio ≥ 11 which accounts for the fac-
tor of 2 sensitivity improvement provided by 4 times the
bandwidth). This produces a distribution with a mean
α = −0.8 and a width of 0.6, with 75% of the pulses be-
tween −1.5 and −0.1. Given the sparse interpulse distri-
butions, we did not calculate the above intervals, though
we can say that they appear to follow a similar trend of
flattening.
As discussed in Section 3.2, the trustworthiness of the
210.56 MHz beam, and hence the fluence estimates, are
questionable. We calculate a spectral index from the
data in Table 6 between 210.56 and 732 MHz to be
α ≈ −0.6 with a width of 0.5, while between 210.56 and
165.76 MHz α ≈ −4.7 with a distribution width of ∼ 3.
The 210.56 MHz data is therefore not used in the follow-
ing analysis.
Karuppusamy et al. (2010) report spectral index
distributions between 1300–1450 MHz centered around
−1.44 ± 3.3 and −0.6 ± 3.5 for main pulse and inter-
pulse giant pulses respectively, though the distribution
width ranges from approximately −15 to +10. Mikami
et al. (2016) also estimate spectral indices in the range
−15 to +10 based on their fluence calculations between
1586–1696 MHz. We therefore do not find it surprising
that our spectral index distributions are relatively wide,
especially between MWA subbands.
Our observations indicate that the spectral index for
simultaneous giant pulses is flattening over the sam-
pled frequency range. If we use the median fluences
from Table 6, the computed main pulse spectral index
is ≈ −1.4 across most bands, except for between 120.96
and 165.76 MHz where it steepens to≈ −3.3 and between
the Parkes bands. In part this is due to the smaller lever-
arm available between MWA bands, however it also indi-
cates that the detected simultaneous pulses (which have
a slightly shallower spectral index) are more consistent
tracers of the spectral flattening.
In Figure 9 we plot three different samples of giant
pulses, based on the frequency bands in which they were
detected. In general, these spectra also show a tendency
of flattening at the lower frequencies. An archetypal syn-
thetic giant pulse spectrum based on the spectral index
distributions is shown in Figure 10, which demonstrates
the expected pulse spectral shape given a 3100 MHz flu-
ence of 0.013 Jy s. The shaded error region is calculated
using the median absolute deviation of the spectral index
distribution, instead of the standard deviation, as it is
less sensitive to the existence of extreme values (see Fig-
ure 8). The power-laws drawn are fits to the two Parkes
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Figure 9. Selected samples of giant pulses based on their
simultaneous detections. Giant pulses with simultane-
ous detections in all four bands are plotted in a). Giant
pulses detected simultaneously without a 3100 MHz de-
tection are shown in b), while those pulses with only
a 3100, 732 and 165.76 MHz simultaneous detection are
shown in c). Panel d) contains giant pulses only detected
between 732 and 3100 MHz.
bands and the 165.76 and 120.96 MHz MWA subbands.
The mean spectral index between 3100 and 732 MHz
from the synthetic spectrum is α3100732 = −2.7 with a width
of 0.4. Between 732 and 165.76 MHz the synthetic spec-
tral index becomes shallower with α732165 = −1.1 and a
width of 0.4. Between 165.76 and 120.96 MHz is esti-
mated to be α165120 = −0.8 with a distribution width of
2.5. The large error in α165120 is due to a combination of
relatively large errors in fluence estimates and that the
frequencies are relatively close together, hence there is
a wide distribution of spectral indices and therefore a
less well constrained mean. Spectral index information
between each of the bands and from the synthetic spec-
trum are shown in Table 8.
The synthetic spectrum, in addition to the spectral
index histograms and fluence distribution clustering, is
evidence for a flattening spectrum for giant pulses at
low frequencies. Moreover, we gathered measurements of
spectral indices from the literature (Sieber 1973; Lorimer
et al. 1995; Sallmen et al. 1999; Karuppusamy et al. 2012;
Eftekhari et al. 2016; Mikami et al. 2016) and compared
them to our measurements (see Figure 11). We find that
our results are consistent with previous measurements of
the giant pulse spectral index.
The average main pulse spectral index we find between
the two Parkes bands (Figure 8) is consistent with the
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Table 8. Spectral index distribution and synthetic spectrum parameters.
Measureda Syntheticb
α165120 −0.74+1.4−1.8 −0.79± 2.5
α732165 −1.15+0.8−0.6 −1.07± 0.4
α3100732 −2.61+0.5−0.7 −2.66± 0.4
α732185 −0.78+0.73−0.72 –
aThe quoted uncertainties represent the 12.5 and 87.5 percentile (i.e. where 75% of pulses are present about the mean).
bThe errors represent the distribution width only.
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Figure 10. An archetypal average spectrum of the de-
tected giant pulses. Each spectral point is calculated
based on the mean spectral index between the two fre-
quencies. This is the expected shape of a giant pulse
spectrum, for a reference value of 0.013 Jy s at 3100 MHz.
The gray shaded error region represents the median ab-
solute deviation for each spectral index distribution. The
power-law fits are based on only the two Parkes bands
(red dotted) and on the two lowest MWA bands (blue
dashed).
value (α = −2.4±0.5) computed by Mikami et al. (2016),
however the interpulse spectral index is difficult to com-
pare given the small number of pulses detected simul-
taneously. The spectral index we calculate between the
Parkes 732 and MWA 165.76 MHz subbands is consistent
with the shallower value (α = −1.7 ± 0.5) calculated by
Karuppusamy et al. (2010).
As a test, we supposed our fluence estimates were sig-
nificantly in error and that the spectral index is in reality
α = −2.7, even over our low frequency subbands. With
a reference fluence of 0.013 Jy s at 3100 MHz, as in Fig-
ure 10, this would require a mean fluence of ∼ 83 Jy s
at 120.96 MHz, ∼ 35 Jy s at 165.76 MHz, and ∼ 19 Jy s
at 210.56 MHz, overestimating the average fluences by
a factor of ∼ 10 based on the values recorded in Ta-
ble 6. Additionally, if we assume the distributions follow
the same power-law behavior and that our noise statis-
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Figure 11. A comparison of our measured spectral in-
dices with those reported in the literature. Our data
(black) are from simultaneous observations and shows
the spectral behavior over a wide frequency range. The
spectral indices from the literature, by and large, are con-
sistent with the spectral flattening that is indicated by
our observations. The horizontal bars represent the fre-
quency range over which the spectral indices were calcu-
lated. The vertical bars represent the errors reported by
the sources, which in most cases corresponds to the range
of indices possible based on flux density errors. The dis-
tribution widths, or ±50%, were used in the cases where
no error/range information was available.
tics would remain unchanged, then we can calculate the
number of detectable giant pulses (N1) above the extrap-
olated median fluences (F1) using
N1 = N0
(
F0
F1
)−βˆ
, (6)
where N0 is the measured number of pulses above the
measured median fluence F0, and βˆ is the measured
power-law exponent. Computing this for each of the
three MWA subbands, for main pulses only, yields an
expected ∼ 5 × 106 detectable pulses at 210.56 MHz,
∼ 4× 105 at 165.76 MHz, and ∼ 9× 105 at 120.96 MHz.
These predictions are between a factor of ∼ 103–4 times
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larger than the recorded numbers of main pulses. It is
therefore implausible that the spectrum continues with
the steep index to low frequencies.
4.6. Non-giant pulse emission
For the Parkes data, we also attempted to recover the
non-giant pulse emission from the Crab. For this, we
essentially treated all pulses with a detection below a
3.5σ threshold as being “non-giant pulse” emission. All
such pulses were synchronously averaged to construct an
“integrated profile”. At 732 MHz, the MP and IP compo-
nents of such a profile are approximately equal in ampli-
tude (Speak ∼ 19 Jy), whereas in the constructed giant
pulse profile (detections ≥ 6σ), the MP is ∼ 6 times
brighter than the IP. At 3100 MHz, the giant pulse pro-
file is dominated by the MP emission, and there is only
a marginal peak at the IP phase. The non-giant pulse
profile at this frequency contains both MP and IP com-
ponents, though the MP (Speak ∼ 150 mJy) is only ∼ 2
times brighter than the IP. Based on this, if we calcu-
late the spectral index for the MP (αMP) and IP (αIP)
non-giant pulse emission, we find that αMP ≈ −3.3± 0.1
and αIP ≈ −3.8± 0.1. In comparison with the published
estimates of the normal emission spectral behavior (e.g.
Moffett & Hankins 1999; αMP = −3.0 and αIP = −4.1),
we find that our results appear consistent.
We, however, did not carry out such an analysis on
the MWA subbands because of the severity of the pulse
broadening (see Section 4.2), which makes it extremely
difficult to disentangle the non-giant pulse emission from
weak, scattered giant pulses.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Spectral flattening
Our analysis identifies a spectral flattening at low fre-
quencies in Crab giant pulses. A flattening spectrum
was also hinted at by Oronsaye et al. (2015), whose anal-
ysis showed the spectrum becomes shallower by ∼ 5%
at lower frequencies based on Monte Carlo simulations
of observations at 193 MHz and 1382 MHz. We note,
however, that the fluences presented by Oronsaye et al.
(2015) are significantly different (by orders of magnitude)
to those we calculate here. Re-examining the Parkes data
used, we estimate that the flux densities are a factor of
∼ 10–100 larger than quoted and attribute this to an
error in the flux density calibration in the original pro-
cessing. This discrepancy is also noted by Mikami et al.
(2016), whose observing bands are at a similar frequency
to those used by Oronsaye et al. (2015). The MWA flu-
ences we calculate herein are roughly consistent with the
estimates made by Oronsaye et al. (2015), which together
with the re-evaluated Parkes fluences implies that the
flattening observed is more significant than the authors
stated.
The two power-law slopes we identify behave similarly
to those broken-type spectra (Maron et al. 2000; Bates
et al. 2013), where |αlow| < |αhigh|. The average spec-
tral indices we see from our giant pulse sample (α165120 =
−0.7 ± 1.4, α732165 = −1.1 ± 0.7 and α3100732 = −2.6 ± 0.5)
are consistent with the estimates of Maron et al. (2000)
for normal pulsar emission, 〈αlow〉 = −0.9 ± 0.5 and
〈αhigh〉 = −2.2 ± 0.9. Mikami et al. (2016) report a
main pulse spectral index between 325 and 2250 MHz
of α2250325 = −2.44 ± 0.47, which is consistent with our
estimated main pulse high-frequency spectral index.
We acknowledge that given we have only 4 spectral
points, thus there is not enough information to robustly
determine the actual spectral index values and associated
uncertainties in the synthetic spectrum. The uncertainty
in the MWA fluences is generally the most significant
source of error, especially at the lowest frequency where
the pulses tend to be scattered, and appropriately char-
acterizing the pulses is difficult.
There is an increasing amount of evidence for a slightly
flatter, or even an inverted spectrum at low frequencies
(e.g. Bhat et al. 2007; Karuppusamy et al. 2010; Oron-
saye et al. 2015; Eftekhari et al. 2016). In contrast, Popov
et al. (2006) calculate giant pulse spectral indices be-
tween −3.1 and −1.6 for 111–600 MHz and −3.1 to −2.5
for 23–111 MHz, both with a mean of −2.7±0.1, however
note that these values are subject to selection effects. In
addition to this, their errors in fluence and spectral in-
dex are likely optimistic given that at 23 MHz the giant
pulse rise time alone would be several tens or hundreds
of pulse periods.
While there is indeed a wide spread in the spectral
indices quoted in the literature, the general trend is a
shallower spectral index at low frequencies. (see Fig-
ure 11). Since our data are from simultaneous observa-
tions, we are able to confidently assert that the spectral
index tends to be shallower at low frequencies. If we only
use the values from the literature, a direct comparison is
difficult as they are from different instruments and mea-
sured at widely separated epochs (sometimes spanning
decades).
The implications for the giant pulse emission mecha-
nism is that we would need some process or propagation
effect (possibly within the magnetosphere) that allows
for a flattening and eventual turn-over (which likely oc-
curs at ν  100 MHz) in the spectrum. As with the GPS
pulsars, this effect is perhaps caused by the surrounding
environment of the pulsar (i.e. the Crab nebula in this
case). However, Oronsaye et al. (2015) showed that at
MWA frequencies, free-free absorption from within the
nebula (e.g. Bietenholz et al. 1997) is not able to ex-
plain the flattening they observe, with free-free absorp-
tion coefficients on the order of ∼ 10−23 cm−1. Given our
flattening is more apparent than represented previously,
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free-free absorption alone causing the flattening is un-
likely. Structures in the nebula and the intervening ISM
(e.g. Smith & Terry 2011) may be capable of attenuating
the fluence estimates by a few percent, but would require
10–100 such filaments to be intercepted. Not only is the
chance alignment of filaments unlikely, but the DM of
the pulsar would be increased by ∼ few pc cm−3 which is
unphysical.
5.2. Emission mechanism
The giant pulse fluence dependence on frequency, par-
ticularly the flattening at low frequencies, is not pre-
dicted in detail in any of the current models. The spec-
tral behavior provides important information about what
physical processes are producing the emission.
The coherent radio emission mechanism for pulsars is
still unknown (see e.g. Melrose 1995 for a review), es-
pecially given the complexity of modeling pulsar mag-
netospheres (e.g. Spitkovsky 2006; Li et al. 2012;
Tchekhovskoy et al. 2013) and the myriad emission mod-
els in the literature. There are several models that are
able to address individual aspects of giant pulse emission
(Eilek & Hankins 2016), though none are able to explain
all of the characteristics alone, possibly because they are
not fully explored in the non-linear regime (see e.g. Eilek
et al. 2002).
Main pulse emission from the Crab is comprised of
narrow-band nanoshots (e.g. Hankins & Eilek 2007; Han-
kins et al. 2016). The emission we observe is the average
of many of these nanoshots, where the center frequency
depends on which emission model is selected. We ex-
amine two plasma emission models, following Eilek &
Hankins (2016).
Strong plasma turbulence (Weatherall 1997, 1998) re-
lies on relativistic particles driving the production of
plasma waves which are converted into electromagnetic
radiation and escape to potentially produce nanoshots.
The emission is produced at a frequency νSPT ∼ 2γ1/2s νp,
where γs is the Lorentz factor describing the streaming
speed of the pair plasma and νp is the plasma frequency.
In order for this emission be observed in the radio, the
plasma densities must be enhanced by a factor of 102 .
λγs . 105, where λ = n/nGJ and nGJ ∼ 106–107 cm−3
is the Goldreich-Julian (GJ) density. The flux densities
of the nanoshots are predicted to scale with frequency
as Sν ∝ ν−1, assuming radius-to-frequency mapping and
ignoring effects related to polar cap current flow.
A free-electron maser model involves the interaction of
relativistic particle beams with plasma waves to induce
charge bunching, leading to strong coherent bursts of ra-
diation. The emission frequency, assuming the plasma is
at rest (e.g. Benford 1992), is νFEM ∼ 2γ2bνp, where γb
describes the speed of the driving particle beam. For ra-
dio frequency emission, this requires a density enhance-
ment similar to that of the strong plasma turbulence,
102 . λγ4b . 105.
The flattening spectrum then raises the question of
what is driving the nanoshot emission in the regions
where conditions translate to emission at low frequen-
cies. Crab giant pulse radio emission is suspected to
originate higher in the magnetosphere, perhaps near the
light-cylinder. This is based on the relative enhance-
ments required for radio emission in comparison to pair-
production plasma models (e.g. Arendt & Eilek 2002;
Eilek & Hankins 2016). High-altitude emission is also
supported by multi-wavelength observations of the Crab
identifying that the high-energy and radio profiles are
very close in pulse longitude, implying they originate
from similar regions within the magnetosphere (Abdo
et al. 2010). While the strong plasma turbulence model
has a shallow predicted scaling for nanoshot flux density
which supports a flatter spectrum, it is unclear how that
scaling translates into the regime where we are observ-
ing the superposition of many nanoshots. If Sν ∝ ν−1
is representative for unresolved emission, then the model
is unable to explain the steep spectral index typically
observed above ∼ 300 MHz, even though the model is
able to describe the nanoshot time scales and frequency
structure.
If we assume that in fact both phenomena are present
within the magnetosphere, then the relative dominance
of the processes would depend on, for example, the driv-
ing beam densities and ambient plasma characteristics.
Typically, one can assume that the charged particles
streaming from the pulsar are accelerated along the elec-
tric fields as they move away from the neutron star
surface. In most models, γs > 100 and γ
2
b ∼ 10–100
are required in order to match the observed nanoshot
frequency-time product (Eilek & Hankins 2016). In this
way, one could imagine strong plasma turbulence begins
to dominate in the region where the low radio frequency
emission is produced in the upper magnetosphere, where
particles are further away from the star and therefore
traveling faster.
Without further exploration of these models (and oth-
ers), in terms of observational emission characteristics,
it is difficult to say more. How the nanoscale attributes
translate to millisecond time scales, and predictions for
the flux density frequency scaling, are critical for mean-
ingful comparison to observation. At low frequencies,
there is the additional complication of pulse broadening
which distorts the intrinsic emission.
5.3. FRBs as extragalactic super-giant pulses
Wide band observations are able to provide limits of
FRB spectral index distributions (e.g. Burke-Spolaor
et al. 2016). Typically, the measured spectral indices
of FRBs are poorly constrained. For example, the mea-
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sured spectral index (1.214–1.537 GHz) of FRB 121102
ranges between −10 and +14 (Spitler et al. 2016), and
for other FRBs the range is approximately −8 to +6
(e.g. Lorimer et al. 2007; Keane et al. 2012; Ravi et al.
2015; Burke-Spolaor et al. 2016). These values are con-
sistent with the large spread in spectral indices measured
for Crab giant pulses, including those calculated herein.
If some FRBs are “super-giant” pulses from extragalac-
tic pulsars, and assuming our low-frequency spectral in-
dex (α = −0.7 ± 1.4) is representative, it is possible
to estimate the number of expected FRB detections at
MWA frequencies. Based on the calculations of Trott
et al. (2013), we would expect to see somewhere be-
tween ∼ 0.1–100 FRBs per 10-hours of observing with
the MWA, above a signal-to-noise ratio of 7, depending
on scattering effects and the data processing.
Given that no low-frequency instrument has claimed
an FRB detection to date (e.g. Coenen et al. 2014;
Tingay et al. 2015; Karastergiou et al. 2015; Rowlin-
son et al. 2016), there are two obvious constraints we
can make. If FRBs are close enough to be detectable
(. few hundred Mpc), then the non-detections thus far
would suggest that the spectrum has turned over or flat-
tened sufficiently for the giant pulses to become unde-
tectable. From our results, this seems at least plausible
assuming that the emission originates from a Crab-like
pulsar. However, if the spectrum has not inverted then
the non-detections perhaps suggest that these objects are
much further away than assumed in the giant pulse FRB
models. The latter is supported by the localization of
FRB 121102 (Chatterjee et al. 2017) at ∼1 Gpc and the
stable DM that FRB 121102 exhibits (see e.g. Lyutikov
2017). With these results in mind, a “super-giant” pulse
origin for FRBs seems less likely.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have reported on simultaneous observations of the
Crab pulsar conducted with the MWA (120.96, 165.76,
184.96 and 210.56 MHz) and Parkes radio telescope (732
and 3100 MHz). Our observations sampled from 120 to
3100 MHz (a factor of ∼ 30 in frequency), and thus simul-
taneously span low-, mid- and high-frequencies, which
provides a unique view of the giant pulse spectrum. Gi-
ant pulses were detected in all bands, ranging from 90 at
120 MHz to 6344 at 732 MHz. Seven giant pulses (6 main
pulses and 1 interpulse) were detected simultaneously
in five of the observing bands (excluding 184.96 MHz
due to no time overlap with the 120.96, 165.76, and
210.56 MHz bands). The correlation of detected pulses
between bands varies, ranging from ∼ 40% (184.96 to
732 MHz, relative to 184.96 MHz detections) to ∼ 87%
(120.96 to 165.76 MHz, relative to 120.96 MHz detec-
tions).
The mean spectral index for the sample of simultane-
ous giant pulses tends to flatten at low frequencies, from
α = −2.6 ± 0.5 (732–3100 MHz) to −0.7 ± 1.4 (120.96–
165.76 MHz). By creating a synthetic spectrum based
on the distributions of spectral indices, we also see the
evolution in spectral shape is not well characterized by
a single power-law. Furthermore, we compare our simul-
taneous wideband results with spectral index measure-
ments from the literature, which further reinforces the
observed spectral flattening. This flattening is unlikely
to be caused by propagation effects within the nebula.
The emission mechanism required to explain this phe-
nomenon is currently not well understood. Further work
is required to extend current giant pulse emission mod-
els in order to determine how the flux density spectrum
changes and how the intrinsic nanoshot characteristics
translate to observing their superposition.
We also measured the characteristic pulse broadening
times for giant pulses in the MWA subbands. Specifi-
cally, we calculated a frequency scaling index of αd =
−3.7±0.4 which is consistent with the literature relating
to the scattering characteristics of Crab giant pulses.
We also comment on the plausibility of a giant pulse
origin of some FRBs. Considering the localization of
FRB 121102, and the flattening spectrum that we ob-
serve, it appears that a giant pulse emission origin for
FRBs (assuming the Crab is typical) is less likely. This
is supported by the non-detections of FRBs from any low
frequency telescope to date.
Investigations of giant pulse spectra over wide fre-
quency ranges, especially extending down below ∼
100 MHz, have not been attempted for other giant-pulse
emitting pulsars. Such studies are particularly important
to check whether the Crab is a special case or typical in
terms of giant pulse emission. We also emphasize the
important role of simultaneous observations in this en-
deavor.
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APPENDIX
A. ARRAY FACTOR CALCULATION
An antenna element in isolation has a complex voltage pattern given by some frequency-dependent function D(θ, φ),
where θ is the zenith angle and φ is the azimuth. The function D(θ, φ) is called the element pattern and gives the
signal strength received by the element for any given direction, assuming it is positioned at the origin, r = (0, 0, 0).
The coordinate system used here is such that the azimuth (φ) is defined with 0◦ directly East and increases in an
anticlockwise direction. The zenith angle (θ) is defined in the normal convention.
For an array of N elements, we define each element voltage pattern as Dn(θ, φ). The tied-array beam pattern will
be the sum of each element pattern in response to a wave, ψn, impinging on the array. Given that the source is in the
far-field, this wave will be planar. It is practical to express the planar wave in terms of the coordinate system we have
adopted, thus ψn can be written as
ψn = exp (ik · rn) ≡ exp
[
2pii
λ
(xn sin θ cosφ+ yn sin θ sinφ+ zn cos θ)
]
, (A1)
where k is the three-dimensional wave vector, rn = (xn, yn, zn) is the position of the nth element relative to the center
of the array and λ is the observing wavelength.
We also apply weights, wn, on a per element basis. For the MWA, when calculating the beam pattern for an
individual tile (which consists of 16 dipole elements), these weights incorporate information about the cable losses
and port currents required to accurately model the mutual coupling between dipoles and polarization characteristics
(Sutinjo et al. 2015). On the tied-array scale, each element is now one MWA tile and the weights encode the phase
delay information required to correctly point the array at a given sky position.
The tied-array voltage pattern is
Darray(θ, φ) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
wnDn(θ, φ)ψn. (A2)
If we assume the array elements are identical, then one can move the element factor out of the summation, and
equation (A2) becomes
Darray(θ, φ) = D(θ, φ)
1
N
N∑
n=1
wnψn. (A3)
Given we have two separable factors in equation (A3), one of which is the element pattern, we define the other as the
array factor,
f(θ, φ) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
wnψn(θ, φ). (A4)
The array factor represents the response of an array of identical elements and encompasses the interference effects
from the individual element patterns in response to the received radiation from the visible sky.
To point the tied-array radiation pattern, we adjust the complex weights wn. In this case, we require the array factor
to be unity at the desired pointing center, thus the weights are expressed as the complex conjugate of ψn evaluated
only at the target position. Thus, the array factor pointed at some target zenith angle (za) and azimuth (az), is given
by
f(θ, φ; za, az) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
ψn(za, az)
†ψn(θ, φ) (A5)
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where ψ†n denotes the complex conjugate of ψn. This ensures that the array factor power pattern, |f(θ, φ)|2, will be
unity only at the pointing center, and in the range [0, 1) elsewhere. The phased array power pattern is then
Barray(θ, φ) = |Darray(θ, φ)|2 = |D(θ, φ)|2|f(θ, φ)|2, (A6)
which is evaluated over θ = [0, pi/2] and φ = [0, 2pi) to recover the array response to the sky visible to the elements.
Both the element factor and array factor are also functions of frequency, ν, therefore the tied-array beam pattern is a
function of frequency and direction.
This process effectively recreates the naturally weighted synthesized beam for the array. The element pattern,
D(θ, φ), for the MWA has a grid-like morphology due to the MWA tiles being a regularly spaced grid of dipoles, thus
we find that for some frequency and pointing combinations the tile pattern side lobes can have similar, or exceed the
sensitivity of the main lobe. For a pseudo-random array, the tied-array beam pattern grating lobes will be randomly
distributed across the sky for each pointing and frequency, thus the element pattern dominates the sensitivity pattern
on the sky. Contrary to our assumption, each tile is not necessarily identical, with some instances of individual dipoles
failing which reduces the tile sensitivity by ∼ 1/16. This effect is not accounted for in the beam simulations.
As an example, Figure 12 shows a simulated MWA tile beam pattern and tied-array beam pattern at 210.56, 165.76
and 120.96 MHz. An important note here is that both the tile beam and tied-array beam models are theoretical, and
in reality the true beam patterns will have features not described here.
A.1. Antenna temperature
The antenna temperature Tant(ν, θ, φ) is calculated as the product of the antenna pattern Barray(ν, θ, φ) and the sky
temperature Tsky(ν, θ, φ) via the convolution
Tant(ν, θ, φ) =
∫
4pi
Barray(ν, θ, φ)Tsky(ν, θ, φ) dΩ∫
4pi
Barray(ν, θ, φ) dΩ
. (A7)
The tied-array beam pattern was output in the necessary format for software used by Sokolowski et al. (2015) to
compute the above integral with the GSM, which is natively produced in HEALPix5 format.
A.2. Tied-array gain
To calculate the tied-array gain, we first determine the beam solid angle from the array factor power pattern in the
standard way,
ΩA =
∫∫
|f(θ, φ)|2 sin θ dθ dφ. (A8)
The tied-array effective area is then
Ae = η
(
4piλ2
ΩA
)
, (A9)
where η is the same frequency and pointing dependent efficiency as in equation (1) and λ is the observing wavelength.
Here we note a divergence in the terminology used. The gain of an aperture array is defined as G = 4piAe/λ
2 =
4piη/ΩA in standard antenna theory. We use a different definition (albeit common in radio astronomy), such that the
gain is
G =
Ae
2kB
, (A10)
which relates directly to the system equivalent flux density of the array, SEFD = Tsys/G. In convenient radio astronomy
units (K Jy−1, where 1 Jy = 10−26 W m−2 Hz−1) this becomes simply
G =
Ae
2kB
× 10−26 W m−2 Hz−1, (A11)
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and Ae is in units of m
2.
5 http://healpix.sourceforge.net/
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Figure A12:. The MWA tile pattern (left) and tied-array beam pattern (right) for each frequency: a) 210.56 MHz, b)
165.56 MHz, and c) 120.96 MHz. The gray-scale background gradient and the colored contours denote the zenith
normalized power for the beam. The magenta cross marks the tile beam pointing center (azimuth = 18.43◦,
zenith angle = 48.57◦). In the case of the 210.56 MHz beam, the highest tile beam sensitivity region actually ex-
ists in the side-lobe. The red circles highlight the target position on each of the tied-array beam patterns.
